
Am Jachthafen
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21129 Hamburg



AM JACHTHAFEN
HISTORY

For over 100 years, the Jachthafen has enchanted its

guests in the stately rooms with a unique view of the Elbe.

According to the plans of the famous Hamburg architect

Fritz Schuhmacher, the marina was built as a brick

building in the Heimatstil.

The passionate sailor Kaiser Wilhelm II was already

fascinated by this and so he inaugurated the "Old

Hamburg Yacht Club" in 1914. However, the villa was not

only used as the club house of the yacht club, but was

also available for the workers of the petroleum harbor as

a coffee house.

Among other things, the extraordinary location of the

marina is a highlight: Situated on the edge of the harbor

on the southern bank of the Elbe, the villa offers a unique

setting to celebrate undisturbed.



THE ARRIVAL
AHOI

To arrive in style and hanseatic, we organize a launch exclusively for you and your guests.

Start with a short sightseeing tour beginning at the Landungsbrücken, sail relaxed over the

Elbe and enjoy the ride.

After about an hour of extensive harbor tour, the boat trip is over and the launch docks

at our pier Bubendey-Ufer. After only a few minutes walk you have reached your

destination and the celebration can begin.



THE LOCATION
CELEBRATE IN STYLE 
IN AN ELEGANT 
AMBIENCE

Before the white gates open invitingly for the bridal couple and their guests, you are

greeted on the way by the typical container landscape of Hamburg.

Once passed, the imperial manor house stretches out before you in all its glory. The large

garden invites you to arrive and receive your guests in a relaxed atmosphere.

At the top of the garden you can enjoy a magnificent view of Teufelsbrück and with a

little luck, you can watch a cruise liner on its journey.

You can not receive your guests more Hanseatic!



THE WELCOME
WE‘RE GONNA 
POP THE CORKS

After you and your guests have entered via the Red Carpet, you can make yourself

comfortable and leave your coats at the checkroom.

Our service staff, standing in a trellis, will be waiting to serve you a refreshing reception

drink.

As soon as you and your guests have taken your seats, our waiters will start with the

beverage service, so that you are fully catered for.

An introduction to the atmospheric evening begins...



FREE WEDDING
CEREMONY
SAY YES!

Start your future together with a free wedding ceremony. The special thing about a free

wedding ceremony are the various design options, which leave enough room for wishes

and individuality.

Bright sunshine, an enchanting view of the Elbe and the sound of the waves lapping

against the shore as gentle background music will crown your ceremony. Together we

create a very special moment that you and your guests will remember for a long time.

Your start into married life together will find an unforgettable milestone in the free

wedding ceremony, which will be just as individual as your future together.





THE HALL
ON THE TRACKS OF
EMPEROR WILHELM

When the bridal couple ceremoniously opens the Kaiser Wilhelm Hall, the guests are

amazed. Behind the heavy doors, there is a unique setting that cannot be found

anywhere else.

High ceilings, white columns and huge chandeliers contribute to a solemn atmosphere

that will give your wedding an appropriate dignity.

Whether elegant, playful or opulent - no matter which theme you choose, the marina

underlines every wedding in the right way with its special flair and ensures an individual

feel-good atmosphere.







SEGLERSTUBE
VARIETY WITH A VIEW

One thing is certain: there are few rooms that have witnessed as many emotions as our

Seglerstube.

The "Seglerstube" is often used for a reception in the dry, in case the bad weather in

Hamburg has struck again spontaneously.

If the free wedding ceremony falls into the water, up to 100 guests can be seated in the

Seglerstube. At a later hour, the Seglerstube turns into a real party den in no time at all.





KAMINBAR
YOU‘RE THE GIN 
TO MY TONIC

After many emotional moments and a delicious dinner it's time to shake a leg.

If you want to take a short break, cool off at the bar and enjoy the relaxed get together

with a delicious drink. The blazing fire from the fireplace crackles homely in the

background.

If you want to get some fresh air, just take a step outside the door and enjoy the

magnificent view of the Elbe River.

There is no better feeling of Hamburg.



FOOD
THE WAY TO A MAN‘S 
HEART GOES THROUGH 
HIS STOMACH

Are you looking for the extraordinary?

Our chef creatively combines culinary components into unique delights.

Your guests should be able to enjoy a varied buffet in a casual atmosphere? Or would

you prefer a set menu?

No problem, we will make your wishes come true.

Moreover, the wedding dinner is something your wedding guests will remember for a long

time. We will be happy to inspire you with our suggestions and ideas for the perfect

wedding menu that will make all your guests happy.



FOOD
IMPRESSIONS



ATMOSPHERE
MAGIC MOMENTS

There is a special magic in the air when your guests watch the sun set in the garden with

a sparkling glass of champagne or an iced gin and tonic.

The many impressions of the ceremony and celebration can be reviewed most beautifully

here.

And after a short break in the fresh air, all the guests will have enough energy again to

really let loose on the dance floor.



OUR BETTER HALFES
FLOWERS ARE 
A GIRL’S BEST FRIEND

Our personal ambition is to always create and implement new concepts to make

every wedding unforgettable and unique.

With the help of our experienced experts, we will conjure up your perfect wedding,

according to your wishes.

Feel free to ask your personal wedding planner for recommendations on

photographers, florists, DJs, pastry shops and many more.



WHERE? approx . 4 km to the motorway 

approx . 18 km to the airport

Approach by ship possible

WHAT? 3 rooms (290 sqm , 110 sqm , 80 sqm)

WHO? Up to 199 guests - row seating , banquet , reception

Up to 150 guests - parliamentary

Up to 168 guests - gala

WHAT ELSE? Lighting system | Power supply | Sound system 

Projector | Microphone | WIFI 

Daylight | Parking spaces | Garden 

Directly to the Elbe river |Ship transfer possible

Exclusive use | No noise restrictions

HOW MUCH? From 130,00€ gross plus room rental:

Friday: 1.950,00€ net | Bookable from 80 persons

Saturday: 2.950,00€ net | Bookable from 100 persons

Sunday: 1.000,00€ net | Bookable from 50 persons

NUMBERS, 
DATES 
& FACTS
LET’S TALK 
TURKEY



NUMBERS, 
DATES
& FACTS
FLOOR PLAN



Founded by Klaus Gerresheim in 1976, Gerresheim serviert is one of the leading catering

companies in northern Germany, with an excellent reputation, particularly at its Hamburg

location: for original concepts, for unusual celebrations, for surprising ideas, for culinary

offerings, for reliable quality in service and logistics, for flexibility in responding to customer

requirements.

Gerresheim serviert is an imaginative, experienced and reliable partner for every event

organizer in the conception, planning and execution of his event. With four exclusive

locations, Gerresheim serviert offers its customers four exceptional event venues with

complete infrastructure, set up and managed on the basis of 30 years of experience and

well over 20,000 events.

GERRESHEIM 
SERVIERT
YOUR CATERER



GERRESHEIM 
SERVIERT
PHILOSOPHY

We stage unforgettable moments for you and your guests with passion, creativity and

experience. As a full-service caterer, we plan, organize and design events of all sizes with

the greatest perfection. Just like our customers, every event is unique.

Whether finger food, menus or specialty buffets: Our creative kitchen team conjures up

culinary delights for your event with always fresh and high-quality ingredients. All dishes

are prepared in front of the guests (front cooking) and served with exquisite drinks.



GERRESHEIM SERVIERT GMBH & CO. KG

Australiastraße 52B

20457 Hamburg

+49 (0)40 /  600 17 - 0

info@gerresheim-serviert.de

CONTACT
THE TEAM
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